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this is done to ensure that the candidates are familiar with the role of spotfire in an enterprise. to prepare for the spotfire x certified professional exam, you will be required to be familiar with the following aspects of spotfire: the geometric camera can be moved by using the mouse. when it is moved, the view frustum changes and the focal point moves on the plane of the scatter plot. the focal point is additionally highlighted by a green color. this allows for the
analysis of occlusion and is used to identify potential cracks. the spotfire data science platform enables discovery and model-based analytics across a wide range of data and data science problems. spotfire offers a drag-and-drop analysis workflow that is intuitive and easy to use. the spotfire data science platform consists of spotfire core, spotfire designer, spotfire explorers, spotfire analytics, and spotfire desktop. spotfire core is a sophisticated machine learning
engine that helps you perform data mining, model creation, and scoring. spotfire designer is a drag-and-drop data visualization designer that helps you quickly create visualizations, and spotfire explorer helps you interact with data through intuitive visualizations. spotfire analytics enables you to develop machine learning models and score their predictive ability using a variety of algorithms. spotfire desktop is a powerful data analysis and visualization tool that

enables you to quickly create and share data science applications. get more details about spotfire and download a free trial! typically, data scientists and business users use existing data science tools to analyze data. but tibco data science platform makes it easy to create your own, custom, integrated solutions. for example, you can create a model that recommends a certain product to a user based on her interests and browsing history.
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crack visualization the crack visualization tool is a very powerful tool, which allows the user to see the 3d tunnel model as if he or
she is looking at the tunnel from a third-person perspective. this can be done in various ways. the simplest way is to look at it

from the top. you can also rotate the model using the tool and look at it from different angles. as an option, you can also change
the color of the cracks or the rest of the tunnel surface. this is very useful, because it allows you to differentiate between cracks
and other parts of the tunnel model. in the image below, you can see that we have chosen the second option, to create an rgb-

based render. crack data the crack data is an important aspect of the crack visualization tool. the crack attributes can be
imported, which can be used to further analyze the cracks, and exported. the format of the data is csv, so you can import it into
any other software. the data can also be exported in the shape of a comma-separated file, which can be imported in any other
software. in addition to this, the data can also be saved in a text file. we have also included a crack visualization example. this
example is based on a tunnel model that was provided by the international channel tunnel consultants (ictc) company. in this

tunnel, there are a total of 9,000 cracks in the model. for this purpose, we have created a crack detection report for the model.
the report contains details about the cracks and the classification of each crack. the report also contains the position of the cracks

in relation to the tunnel course. 5ec8ef588b
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